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There are 50 stands at Fencex 
representing almost all sectors of a 
rapidly growing industry. 

Companies from the UK, Europe, India 
and the USA  are here at Fencex 2018 
which has a new look.

Once again the exhibition coincides 
with the DHF’s Gate Safety Week 
initiative, aimed at heightening 
awareness of the issues involved.

One of the two seminars will again 
centre on gate safety while the 
Association of Fencing Industries 
will host the afternoon seminar, 
concentrating on FISS/CSCS cards.

Since it came back on to the industry 
calendar in 2000, Fencex has 
grown into both a showcase and a 
centrepiece for the industry.

As in other years, companies are 

launching new products or services at 
the exhibition, using it as a platform to 
win new business.

While the subject of Brexit is never far 
from the news headlines, the industry 
has proved to be both resolute and 
impervious to situation, concentrating 
instead of being innovative and 
moving forward.

New investment and a buoyant market 
have again underpinned the industry 
as a whole. Just what lies ahead in 
the future no one knows and few are 
willing to forecast.

What is of concern though is that 
the industry does need to attract the 
workforce of tomorrow and it faces 
an imbalance of those leaving and 
those seeing it as a career. Companies 
need to heed the warnings of a skills 
shortage. It is something that needs to 
be addressed and addressed quickly.

Fencex has much to offer and we 
are already making plans for the 
2020 exhibition to ensure the show 
is vibrant, relevant and meeting the 
needs of both exhibitors and trade 
visitors.

Thank you for coming to Fencex and 
we look forward to welcoming you 
back in 2020.

 
Ian Law, Organiser of Fencex 
and Editor of Perimeter Systems 
Magazine.

SEMINARS
11.30am 

Seminar Theatre

GATE SAFETY 
WHERE WE ARE TODAY

This will be led by 
Nick Perkins, the DHF’s 

Training Officer 
and Stuart Roddy of 

EasyGates Direct

It will be followed by 
a Q&A session

2pm 
Seminar Theatre

LATEST UPDATE ON 
FISS/CSCS CARDS

Ian Ripley, CEO of the 
Association of Fencing 
Industries will make the 
presentation supported 

by Stephanie Craig-Smith 
of Lantra

MEDIA SPONSOR

SEMINAR SPONSOR

SEMINAR SPONSOR

SEMINAR SPONSOR

EVENT SPONSOR

www.perimetersystems.co.uk

WELCOME TO FENCEX 2018

TRIBUTES PAID TO FENCEX PARTNER

The UK’s only trade exhibition dedicated to perimeter 
protection, access control and fencing.

‘FENCEX HAS MUCH 
TO OFFER AND WE 
ARE ALREADY MAKING 
PLANS FOR THE 
2020 EXHIBITION TO 
ENSURE THE SHOW IS 
VIBRANT, RELEVANT 
AND MEETING THE 
NEEDS OF BOTH 
EXHIBITORS AND 
TRADE VISITORS’

Simon Bishop, who has been part Fencex for 18 years ago, has died, 
aged 65.
He had played a key role in the evolution of Fencex since its inception 
in 2000.
He had been become involved in the fencing industry in the 1980s, 
but formed the partnership with Perimeter Systems editor Ian Law to 
relaunch Fencex in 2000.
‘Fencex is not the same without Simon,’ said Ian. ‘He was a dear friend 
who helped to make things tick. He had not been well for a number 
of months, but in typical Simon style had not let his illness take away his smile or his 
determination. We miss him.’
Obtaining a masters degree in marketing, he was appointed marketing manager for 
supplier Goodman Croggon before it was acquired by the McArthur Group, whom he 
subsequently joined. He left, in the late 1990s to set up his own business outside of the 
fencing industry. 
A memorial service was held in Bristol in August.

FENCEX IS HELD EVERY TWO YEARS IN THE UK AND ORGANISED BY FENCEX, 
SHENSTONE, LICHFIELD, STAFFS WS14 0ND 
CONTACT DETAILS ARE: T: 01543 480322, E: INFO@FENCEX.COM, W: WWW.FENCEX.COM
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Hadley Group is a global £130m turnover cold 
rollforming business,  with production facilities in the 
UK, Netherlands, Turkey, UAE and Thailand.  We combine 
design and production expertise to deliver standard and 
bespoke solutions to a wide range of industry sectors 
internationally. Our worldwide  patented UltraSTEEL® 
process offers both cost and material savings in a  variety 
of applications.We use it to engineer our own fencing 
solutions to meet your unique requirements.

t   +44 (0) 121 555 1300 
e  ask.hadley@hadleygroup.com

www.hadleygroup.com

UltraBAR™

Suitable for commercial sites, housing schemes and 
recreational spaces, our UltraBAR™ system is the most 
versatile fencing solution available: offering high security 
thanks to its unique bolt head protection and anti-grab 
tags, as well as material strength. 

UltraFENCE
Using our unique cold roll forming expertise, UltraFENCE 
is the first complete cold rolled fencing system where every 
component has been specifically designed to optimise 
strength to weight ratio and is stronger yet more economical 
than traditional palisade systems.

UltraSECURE
The first fencing system of its kind. UltraSECURE features 
unique steel slats fixed between each pale providing an 
extremely strong and secure perimeter. The system is available 
in two forms, solid for applications requiring total privacy or 
perforated where good surveillance of the premises is required.

Fully Engineered 
Hadley Fencing Solutions
Optimum Strength-To-Weight Ratio, Maximum Durability

Lighter 
by Design 

Come and see us exhibiting 
at FENCEX, stand 2
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 AA FENCING UK  STANDS 4 & 5
Evans Road, Speke, Liverpool L24 9PB
T: 0151 486 9869, E: info@aafencing.co.uk
www.aafencing.co.uk

AA Fencing manufacture and supply all domestic 
and security fencing, specialising in mesh, railings 
and gates. 
 

 AFI - ASSOCIATION OF FENCING INDUSTRIES  STAND 23
19 Omega Business Village, Northallerton DL6 2NJ
T: 020 8253 4516, E: info@afiorg.uk
www.afiorg.uk

The AFI exists to promote professionalism, quality 
and safety throughout the UK fencing industry, as 
well as raising its profile and image. We provide 
members with business opportunities, industry 
news and technical information.

We also encourage inter-member trading and collaboration with a 
dedicated online trade portal. 

All members have access to technical help from our in-house 
specialists and are represented at BSI, LANTRA, CSCS and Build 
UK. With free access to the certified contractor scheme and close 
links with specialist groups such as WPA, Gate safe and DHF, our 
members have an effective marketing tool that demonstrates they 
have passed the strict criteria for high standards of competency, 
quality and safety.

Our membership is growing constantly and our aim is to continue to 
bring our members together so that we can encourage and support 
the UK fencing industry.

We are looking forward to Fencex 2018. Why not join us for a coffee 
and a bacon sandwich from 9.30-10.30 at stand 23 to find out more 
about the benefits we offer and the work we do.

 A PERRY LTD  STAND 37
Doulton Road, Cradley Heath, West Midlands B64 5QW
T: 01384 414001, F: 01384 411100, E: sales@perrytrade.co.uk
www.perrytrade.co.uk

Meet the team and see new products that include 
stainless steel, decking rope and ‘Flexi-Fill’ tubs 
and trugs!

Here at Perry® we continually strive to give our 
customers the best possible buying experience. 

Along with our customer service and internal sales teams, we have 
a highly knowledgeable team of account managers who can deliver 
the attention your business demands.

By maintaining our position as a market leader and with over 90 
years in business, we have established a popular range of products 
without compromising on quality or performance.

The Perry® brand offers guidance and support across our entire 
product range, with assistance merchandising our products to help 
maximise your sales.

 BARKERS FENCING  STANDS 25 & 26
Duke Street, Fenton, Stoke-on-Trent ST4 3NS
T: 01782 319264, F: 01782 599724,
E: sales@barkersfencing.com
www.barkersfencing.com

Barkers Fencing are the UK’s largest steel fencing 
manufacturer, with a complete range of security, 
ornate and sports fencing and unrivalled UK 
manufacturing facilities to offer the best value and 
quality available.

As the only manufacturer with on-site manufacturing, galvanising 
and powder coating, Barkers control costs and offer the best 
possible service across the broadest product range.

Standard products are readily stocked at the most competitive 
possible prices and over 150 years of engineering and design 
capabilities allow any project to be tackled.

The high security sector is fully covered with a comprehensive range 
of CPNI and LPCG SR1 & SR2 fences and gates on offer.

Every year Barkers provide 100,000’s of metres of fencing and 
gates to secure everything from schools and playgrounds to ports, 
industrial sites, railways, power stations and military bases.

The Barkers range includes – Palisade, VGuard 200*50 Mesh, 
ProGuard Mesh, TwinGuard 868 and 656 Mesh, SecureGuard 358 
Mesh, Bronze Twin 868 and 656 Ball Courts, Bronze Rebound 
868 and 656 Ball Courts, Bow Top, Playsafe Bow Top, Vertical Bar, 
Tubular Railings, Forged Head Railings, Pedestrian Guardrail, LPCB 
SR1 and SR2 Fences, SR3 and SR4 Security Cages, StronGuard 
Maximum Security Palisade, Swing and Sliding Gates, Noise Barrier 
Posts.

 BARRIER COMPONENTS LTD  STAND 1
Unit 8, Dolphin Point, Dolphin Way, Purfleet, Essex, RM19 1NR
T: 01708 891515, F: 01708 891516, 
E: sales@barrier-components.co.uk
www.barrier-components.co.uk

Barrier Components Ltd is exhibiting new systems 
produced by our manufacturing partners, Locinox 
and FAC.

We are showing a new lightweight aluminium 
cantilever system from FAC which offers robust 

yet quiet performance alongside of their now established tried-and-
tested trackless bi-fold gate solution which can be operated both 
manually and by using standard automatic drive units, providing the 
ideal solution for installations in limited spaces.

Our Locinox presentation includes the new retrofit, fully adjustable 
Lion gate closer for gates up to 1100mm wide and 75kg in weight. 
This is offered with the refined Modulec surface mounted keeper, 
activated using the new Slimstone electronic keypad.

A selection of other new Locinox components are also available to 
view.

In addition, we are showing the latest Anvil high quality architectural 
hinge and latch solutions for both steel and timber.
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MAKES
PREMISES

SECURE

COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL UTILITY TRANSPORT PRISONS SCHOOLS

MANUFACTURED BY BLACKBURNS METALS

Classed as a non aggressive anti-climb 

system

Freely rotating anti-climb guard which 

creates an unstable barrier and rolls if 

an intruder attempts to climb over it

Suitable for use in locations where wall 

spikes, broken glass, barbed/razor 

wire and spiked rotating systems are 

illegal

Aggressive appearance, deters 

potential intruders and prevents any 

attempt to access your premises

Tel: 01384 276 400

Email: sales@truguard.co.uk

www.truguard.co.uk

Freely rotating system offers 
EFFECTIVE PERIMETER SECURITY
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 BETAFENCE  STANDS 30, 45 & 46
PO Box 119, Shepcote Lane, Sheffield S9 1TY
T: 0114 256 7800, F: 0114 256 7884, 
E: sales.sheffield@betafence.com
www.betafence.com

Don’t miss – the launch of our new automated 
gate, the latest fencing system innovations and the 
opportunity to find out more about our market 
leading 10-year installation and product guarantee.

• Stand 45-46 – talk to our gate experts and get 
up close and personal with the latest in gate technology. Our team 
will be on hand to answer any questions and demonstrate our new 
bi-folding speed gate. 

• Stand 30 – pop by for a chat at the home of the BEKassure 
guarantee, product innovation and global solutions. 

Betafence Group is the world’s largest industry leading perimeter 
fencing manufacturer and supplier with over 135 years’ experience. 
Globally the group has 8 production plants and currently distributes 
to over 100 countries. 

Betafence Limited has built on this expertise and experience, 
delivering the highest quality and most reliable systems in the world. 

We offer an extensive range of perimeter security solutions for 
a wide variety of applications based on your needs - with low, 
medium and high security solutions plus ‘Secured by Design’ 
options available. Systems are finished using one of the most 
sophisticated powder coating lines in Europe.

We look forward to meeting you.

 BIRKDALE  STAND 17
Granville House, The Heights Business Park, Ibstone Road, 
Stokenchurch HP14 3BG
T: 07584 256 192, F: 0345 450 9085, 
E: sales@birkdalesales.com
www.birkdalesales.com

Birkdale, the leading wholesale supplier of superior 
gate accessories and hardware are proud to 
present a new revolutionary addition to our 
FENCEMATE® range. 

There are many well-known problems with 
traditional forms of fencing. Traditional wooden posts rot, crack and 
warp and, while concrete posts are strong, they lack flexibility, their 
weight and bulk makes them hard and slow to install and they make 
fences look less attractive.

But at last there’s a solution.

The new FENCEMATE® DuraPost complements the beauty of wood 
with the strength of steel to create durable fencing that’s quick to 
install. 

Come and see new FENCEMATE® DuraPost; the Future of Fencing 
on stand 17.

 BLOK N MESH UK LTD  STANDS 11 & 36
Hammond Road, Knowsley Industrial Park, Merseyside, L33 7UL
T: 0870 950 57 88, E: sales@bloknmesh.com
www.bloknmesh.com or www.polmilfence.com

Established in 1990, Blok N Mesh is the UK’s 
leading manufacturer of temporary fencing, site 
hoarding, barriers and compounds available for 
hire or sale nationwide via our network of 18 
strategically located depots, and capable of 

producing over one million temporary fence panels per annum from 
our five acre facility in Merseyside.

We are exhibiting two ‘On Ground’ fence systems this year:

• The new DEFENDER™ – described as ‘on ground paladin fencing’ 
– for applications where high security fencing cannot be justified 
but traditional panel and block systems are considered inadequate. 
Referred to as an ‘intermediate’ fence by The National Grid - it has 
been tested and approved for protecting temporary work areas at 
both gas and electricity substations.

• CPNI assessed POLMIL® – originally designed for, and 25km 
supplied to, the London 2012 Olympic Games’ venues, this Queen’s 
Award winning range of re-locatable security fencing is now 
deployed at sensitive Government sites, nuclear facilities, airports, 
national infrastructure locations and temporary places of potential 
protest or confrontation.

Both the above have been approved, and are being used, to protect 
the enabling works for HS2 Phase 1 (London to Birmingham).

We hope you will visit and judge for yourself.

 BORG LOCKS  STAND 40
9 Upminster Trading Park, Warley Street, Upminster, 
Essex RM14 3PJ
T: 01708 225 700, F: 01708 226338, E: sales@borglocks.com
www.borglocks.com

Brand new and on display for the first time is our 
new ‘mini’ gate lock series which has the option of 
140mm or 110mm fixing centres. 

These combined with our ECP ‘on gate’ code 
change and our new push/pull pad function that 

makes this new series ideal for smaller metal gate applications.

We are also featuring several new models for timber gate 
applications, specifically back-to-back models, incorporating our 
new 20mm security latch.

 COVA SECURITY GATES LTD  STAND 21
C1 Sussex Manor Business Park, Crawley, 
West Sussex RH10 9NH
T: 01293 553 888, E: cova@covasecuritygates.com
www.covasecuritygates.com

Cova Security Gates design, manufacture and 
install high quality bi-folding gates, sliding 
cantilevered gates, shallow and full depth road 
blockers, static and rising bollards, barriers, 
pedestrian gates and turnstiles. Our products are 

designed and manufactured bespoke to the clients site conditions 
and their specific requirements.

Cova products are rated for continuous operation and designed 
for applications that demand reliability in high vehicular 
throughput locations. We offer a full turnkey project service, from 
initial consultancy, 3D CAD design, UK factory production and 
manufacturing - right through to installation and commissioning.

Our perimeter security products are critical for protecting high 
profile sites such as government buildings including HMRC, local 
authority buildings, embassies, airports, financial services, public 
access areas such as stadiums, education, transport, emergency 
services, retail and commercial sites and residential property.

Cova were the first manufacturer in the world to bring a PAS 68 
crash tested trackless bi-folding gate to the market place and have 
a comprehensive PAS 68:2010 HVM (hostile vehicle mitigation) 
compliant crash rated product portfolio, designed to counter vehicle 
borne attacks to critical national infrastructure. 

We work alongside metal and mesh fencing manufactures on 
projects globally where there is a need to provide a joint perimeter 
protection solution.
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 DETECTION TECHNOLOGIES LTD  STAND 33
Unit A, Fairview Buildings. Heage Road Industrial Estate, Ripley, 
Derbyshire DE5 3GH 
T: 01773 744750, E: info@detection-technologies.com
www.detection-technologies.com

Detection Technologies is a UK company 
specialising in the design and manufacture of 
electronic perimeter intrusion detection systems 
and can draw upon more than 60 man-years of 
practical experience in this highly specialised field.

This impressive total has been accumulated as a result of designing, 
installing, and commissioning such equipment on a broad spectrum 
of sites whose security relies heavily on the effectiveness of their 
perimeter intrusion detection systems.

Detection Technologies core sensor product is the VibraTek 
advanced linear magnetic sensor cable which has been specifically 
designed to provide high performance intruder detection capability 
when deployed on fences or other barriers used to define the 
perimeter of any secure site.

VibraTek is a true 3rd generation sensor embodying unique design 
features which ensure excellent detection capabilities allied with an 
enviably low false alarm rate, particularly when deployed on rigid 
fence constructions where the performance difference between 
VibraTek 3G and less sophisticated sensors is immediately obvious.

A wide range signal analysers are available employing the latest 
digital signal processing technology to ensure that the needs of 
every site, regardless of size or shape, can be met cost effectively 
and without compromising performance.

 DHF  STAND 47
Shuttington Farm Fields, Main Road, Shuttington, 
Tamworth B79 0HA
T: 01827 52337, E: patricia@dhfgonline.org.uk
www.dhfonline.org.uk

DHF (Door & Hardware Federation) is widely 
regarded as the leading independent voice of 
authority in the areas it represents - locks and 
building hardware, doorsets, industrial doors and 
shutters, domestic garage doors and automated 

gates – DHF is revered as the ‘go to’ body for technical knowledge, 
information, advice, and practical help, with a network of 
professional staff members as well as external consultants. 

DHF continues to grow from strength to strength and offers a 
comprehensive training programme for automated gates, industrial 
and garage doors, as well as four courses related to fire doors in 
conjunction with BRE.

There is a natural synergy with the fencing industry who are 
increasingly being asked to install, service or maintain automated 
gates. DHF has produced a Code of Practice that can help explain 
what standards are required to keep a gate in a compliant and safe 
condition DHF TS 011:2018, copies of which will be made available 
on the day. Come and find out more on stand 47.

 DURALOCK PERFORMANCE FENCING  STANDS 13 & 14
6A Enstone Business Park, Enstone, Chipping Norton, 
Oxon OX7 4NP
T: 01608 678238, E: sales@duralock.com
www.duralock.com

Manufacturers of safe, maintenance free PVCu 
fencing systems for a wide range of applications 
including sports facilities, schools, commercial, 
hospitality and many more. 

The product of exhaustive trials, Duralock fencing 
offers UV-stabilised PVCu formulations of the highest quality 
reducing the risk of shattering. It is strong and durable, yet flexible 
in the event of a collision. 

Smooth, rounded surfaces plus the fencing’s ability to flex 
significantly reduce the risk of injury on impact. The fencing 
provides strength combined with flexibility, is safe for the public and 
is comfortable to lean against, with added impact modifiers and UV 
inhibitors to protect the PVCu from the sun, it will not discolour, and 
so is maintenance-free.

Competitively priced Duralock fencing is the perfect choice for any 
fencing requirement.

 EAGLE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS  STAND 29
Unit 5, New House Farm, Vicarage Lane, North Weald, 
Essex CM16 6AP
T: 01992 524 800, E: sales@eagleautogate.co.uk
www.eagleautogate.co.uk

Eagle Automation Systems Ltd style, source and 
supply high security PAS68 and IWA-14 gates, 
bollards and barriers.

Eagle was established in 1988 and is one of the 
leading gate automation and security companies 

in the south of England. Eagle manufactures a complete range of 
bi-folding speed gates, swing gates in steel and wood, sliding gates, 
tracked and cantilevered, and a full range of PAS 68-IWA-14 gates, 
bollards and street furniture.

 EASYGATES DIRECT  STAND 12
Unit 16, James Scott Road, Halesowen B63 2QT
T: 01384 569 942/0845 054 5070, 
E: info@easygatesdirect.co.uk
www.easygatesdirect.co.uk

EasyGates Direct is a nationwide electric gate and 
garage door automation, access control and safety 
supplier.

With over 25 years experience in the industry, 
we stock 1,000s of products. Our 35 strong team 

of dedicated staff offer pre and post support over the telephone, 
email and live chat. Experts in radio systems and specialist remote 
controls, we are also ASO Safety Solutions competence partners.

 ELIZA TINSLEY  STAND 31
Potters Lane, Wednesbury, West Midlands WS10 0AT
T: 0121 502 0055, F: 0121 502 7352, E: sales@elizatinsley.co.uk
www.elizatinsley.co.uk

With over 160 years of history, today Eliza Tinsley 
are a leading supplier of agricultural, ironmongery, 
fencing hardware, fixings and chain and rope.

Established in 1851, the company have built a 
strong reputation for supplying quality products 

with a first class service.

Visit us where we will be showcasing a selection from pour vast 
product range, including our ‘Swiftpost’ fence supports and showing 
our new range of tools.

With our head office still in the ‘Black Country’ and a 89,000 sq 
ft distribution warehouse in Brighouse, Eliza Tinsley can meet the 
demands of the modern customer.

 EURO FENCE COATINGS  STAND 15
Forge Lane, Dewsbury, West Yorkshire WF12 9BU
T: 01924 468846, F: 01924 468478,
E: info@eurofencecoatings.com
www.eurofencecoatings.com

Euro Fence Coatings Ltd is an approved applicator 
of Akzo Nobel and all power coating is covered by 
Akzo Nobel 25-year architectural warranty. EFC’s 
coating spec conforms to BS EN 13438: 2005.

Zinc phosphating is universally used as a 
pretreatment process for steel and all motor cars worldwide prior 
to the finishing process. This pre-treatment, coupled with powder 
application in the region of 75 to 100 microns, provides a tough 
smooth resilient finish.

For Marine Grade Level environment, EFC recommends using 
Thermo Plastic Powder. This PVC coating provides the best solution 
for rough and tough environment without having to resort to 
regular cleaning or using primer as a base coat. Even contact with 
sea water will not diminish its performance. This coating system 
normally provides 200-plus microns thickness in a single coat.

EFC submits panels for regular testing and is achieving 1000 hours 
salt spray tests. It is always difficult to correlate salt spray resistance 
to life-cycle, but as a rough guide indicates 20-years plus exterior 
exposure.
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 ExMESH SECURITY PRODUCTS  STANDS 38 & 39
Longhill Industrial Estate, Hartlepool TS25 1PR
T: 01429 867388, E: sales@exmesh.co.uk
www.exmeshsecurity.co.uk 
www.expandedmetalcompany.co.uk

The Expanded Metal Company is a leader and 
innovator in the development and manufacture of 
expanded metal mesh products. It combines more 
than a century of industrial experience with cutting 
edge technical capabilities and advanced 

production processes. 

Manufactured by The Expanded Metal Company, the ExMesh™ 
security range features certified fencing and physical barriers 
which can be applied to a wide range of internal and external 
environments. 

The range includes fencing and gates (with high security LPS 1175 
SR2 and SR3 certified options available), Securilath™ (a security 
lath designed for installation between walls, ceilings and roofs), 
anti-climb measures and cages. The range also features Paliclad, a 
cost effective upgrade to existing palisade fencing, and Fastrack, a 
fencing solution developed in conjunction with the rail industry.

Operating from a 25,000 sqm site in Hartlepool, North East 
England, The Expanded Metal Company works closely with 
contractors and end users to create bespoke solutions for their 
projects, drawing on our wide-ranging design and manufacturing 
expertise, and high class production capabilities.

The Expanded Metal Company was the first UK fencing 
manufacturer to be awarded ‘Secured by Design’ status and was 
formerly part of the Expamet group of companies.

 FaCT - FENCING AND CONSTRUCTION TRAINING STAND 27
85 Bunbury Road, Northfield, Birmingham B31 2ET
T: 0121 476 4731, E: info@fctrain.co.uk
www.fctrain.co.uk

FaCT (Fencing and Construction Training) are the 
UK’s largest provider of training to the fencing 
industry. The company provides all sorts of training 
courses such as : health and safety; vocational 
(abrasive wheels, power tools, CAT and Genny 

etc); formal qualifications (level 1 to level 5) and card renewals. It 
also has access to government funding that can be used to reduce 
the cost of training.

FaCT are industry experts when it comes to compliance and training 
regulations, and are always on hand to provide information and 
advice.

FaCT understand the importance of young people in securing the 
future and growth of an ageing industry. The funded apprenticeship 
scheme is one way that they are encouraging businesses to not only 
employ young people, but equip them with the skills essential to the 
future of the industry.

Having worked in the industry for so long, FaCT understand the 
time constraints and financial impact on training. Therefore, they 
work with their clients to produce a schedule and training plan to 
suit their needs. An experienced close-knit organisation, FaCT pride 
themselves on a personalised service and close relationship with 
their clients.

 FIRST FENCE LTD  STANDS 6, 7 & 8
Kiln Way, Swadlincote, South Derbyshire DE11 8EA
T: 01283 512 111, E: sales@firstfence.co.uk
www.firstfence.co.uk

First Fence was established in 2010 and has fast 
become one of the front-runners of today’s UK 
fencing industry. We manufacture and supply a 
wide range of security and temporary fencing, as 
well as traffic management and access solutions. 

Serving clients on a national and now international scale, we cater 
to a variety of commercial and industrial markets, as well as public 
sectors.

Alongside our Midlands headquarters, we also operate depots 
across the UK, located around Birmingham, Bradford, Bristol, 
London and Glasgow.

With an impressive logistics fleet and ‘can-do’ attitude, we go 
one step further than meeting the expectations of our customers 
– we exceed them. By recognising and understanding the key 
requirements of speed and availability, we have been able to 
specially tailor our services to ensure that our customers return to 
us time and time again.

Utilising a broad range of digital systems to ensure smooth daily 
running, contributing towards easy and trusting relationships 
between ourselves and our clients so throughout our time working 
together, we both know exactly where we stand.

Whether you are hiring or buying from us, we guarantee that you 
will receive products of the highest quality, with an unbeatable 
service to match.

 FORTRESS FENCE PRODUCTS  STAND 41
1720 N. First Street, Garland, Texas USA 75040
T: +1 604 761 9044, E: sales@fortressbp.com
www.fortressbp.com

Fortress Fence Products is a manufacturer and 
designer of patented V2 and V3 commercial and 
industrial fencing that smoothly flows and adjusts 
to the landscape. Hidden pin hinges show no 
visible fixings And the products are 100% 

galvanised dual ‘E’ coat and powder coated finished.

Panels carry a 20-year limited manufacturer warranty.

The company also supplies estate ornamental fencing; ‘Versai’ 
residential and ‘Classic’ residential plus ‘Titan’ commercial.

Visit Fortress Fence for architectural specifications or contact 
peter@fortressbp.com for custom project quotes.

 FRONTIER PITTS LTD  STAND 10
Crompton House, Crompton Way, Manor Royal Industrial 
Estate, Crawley RH10 9QZ
T: 01293 422800, F: 01293 560650, E: sales@frontierpitts.com
www.frontierpitts.com

Frontier Pitts Ltd is the British manufacturer of 
perimeter security gates, barriers, bollards, 
blockers and pedestrian control turnstiles. 

Our anti-intruder ‘Platinum’ security gates include 
the complete range of gates, including bi-folding, 

hinged/swing, sliding and pedestrian have forcible attack and 
accredited to LPS1175 SR2 & SR3. Our Terra Diamond turnstile 
has achieved LPS1175 security rating 3 & 4 and is approved for 
Government use.

Our anti-terrorist range includes the complete range of impact 
tested products to IWA 14 and PAS 68 which mitigate against 
hostile vehicles or vehicles used as a weapon.

Our Secured by Design listing can be found here: 
http://www.securedbydesign.com/members/frontier-pitts-ltd/

Our Red Book Live listing can be found here: 
http://www.redbooklive.com/search/companylist.
jsp?companyid=1763&searchgrouptypeid=0&id=184
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EXHIBITOR LIST & 
EXHIBITION HALL PLAN

STANDS 4 & 5
AA FENCING UK

STAND 23
AFI - ASSOCIATION OF FENCING INDUSTRIES

STAND 37
A PERRY & CO LTD

STANDS 25 & 26
BARKERS FENCING

STAND 1
BARRIER COMPONENTS LTD

STAND 30
BETAFENCE LTD

STANDS 45 & 46
BETAFENCE (Gate Demonstration)

STAND 17
BIRKDALE SALES

STANDS 11 & 36
BLOCK N MESH

STAND 40
BORG LOCKS

STAND 21
COVA SECURITY GATES LTD

STAND 33
DETECTION TECHNOLOGIES

STAND 47
DHF (DOOR & HARDWARE FEDERATION)

STANDS 13 & 14
DURALOCK PERFORMANCE FENCING

STAND 29
EAGLE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

STAND 12
EASYGATES DIRECT

STAND 31
ELIZA TINSLEY

STAND 15
EUROFENCE COATINGS

STANDS 38 & 39
ExMESH SECURITY PRODUCTS

STAND 27
FaCT - FENCING & CONSTRUCTION TRAINING

STANDS 6, 7 & 8
FIRST FENCE

STAND 41
FORTRESS FENCE

STAND 10
FRONTIER PITTS

STAND 48
GALLAGHER SECURITY (EUROPE) LTD

STAND 18
GATEMASTER LTD

STAND 2
HADLEY GROUP

STAND 9
HERAS

STAND 20
IAE

STAND 35
INTEGRITY PRODUCTS

STAND 16
MRT – MOREDA RIVIERE TREFILERIAS

STAND 28
NEXCO INDUSTRIES LTD

STAND 22
NORTHPOINT LTD

STANDS 43 & 44
PARAMOUNT STEEL FENCE

STAND 24
PERITECT LTD

STAND 42
SECURITY FASTENERS AND FIXINGS

STAND 32
SECURITY SOLUTIONS (NORTHERN) LTD

STAND 8A
TRUGUARD

STAND 34
UNIWIRE LTD

STAND 10A
VAN MERKSTEIJN

STAND 19
ZAUN LTD

STAND 3
ZEDLOCK LTD
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 GALLAGHER SECURITY (EUROPE) LTD  STAND 48
Unit 5, Eastboro Fields, Hedmdale Business Park, 
Nuneaton CV11 6GL
T: 02476 641234, E: info.eu@security.gallagher.com
www.security.gallagher.com

Gallagher is a global technology company that 
develops and delivers intuitive, intelligent and 
innovative protection solutions that integrate 
seamlessly with customer’s business management 
systems.

Gallagher offers comprehensive security solutions for organisations, 
addressing the key issues of risk management, personnel workflow 
and business continuity. Our security solutions are in use with 
national and local government, mining, military, commercial, 
industrial, healthcare, transportation and academic organisations in 
more than 100 countries.

Gallagher’s Command Centre software delivers one platform 
to centrally configure and manage access, intruder alarms and 
perimeter security. It provides extraordinary value by integrating 
security technology with core critical business operations. The 
system automatically executes organisational policy and workforce 
management by enforcing regulatory and business compliance. 
The business-connected platform resides on an organisation’s IT 
network and stores information about cardholders, the site and 
system activity, to deliver total site security. It uses the most secure 
encryption technology available to support multiple zones within a 
single site and numerous facilities.

Gallagher’s security solutions include software controlled and 
standalone perimeter security electric fencing, no-feel sensor 
technologies and integrations with third party technologies.

Visit security.gallagher.com for more information.

 GATEMASTER LTD  STAND 18
Unit 5 Dickinson Place, Durban Road Ind Estate,
Bognor Regis, PO22 9QU
T: 01243 552066, F: 0845 0700 855,
E: sales@gatemasterlocks.com
www.gatemasterlocks.com

Gatemaster is a UK based manufacturer of high 
quality gate hardware for metal and wooden gates. 
Our products are designed to make your gate 
projects easy and hassle-free. Visit our stand for 
our latest innovations and find out how we can 

help you make your gates safer and easier. The Gatemaster range is 
available through our sister company Signet and is also distributed 
by F. H. Brundle.

 HADLEY GROUP  STAND 2
Downing Street, Smethwick B66 2PA
T: 0121 555 1300, F: 0121 555 1301, E: sales@hadleygroup.com
www.hadleygroup.com

Hadley Group is a world leader in advanced cold 
rolled steel technology, with manufacturing 
facilities in Europe, the Middle East and Southeast 
Asia, and more than 600 employees worldwide.

We deliver innovative solutions with applications 
across sectors as diverse as construction, automotive, industrial 
and agriculture. At the heart of this is UltraSTEEL®, a patented cold 
rollforming process that enables the production of components with 
up to 20% more strength and a similar reduction in raw materials. 
Our heritage extends back for over 50 years and has been built on 
the skills of our workforce, ongoing investment in innovative and 
productive technologies, and the long term relationships that we 
maintain with customers around the world. We have shaped our 
business around adding value for our customers; understanding 
their diverse needs and, through local expertise, market insight and 
manufacturing capabilities, delivering beyond expectation. Our 
cold rolled steel fencing solutions provide an optimum strength-to-
weight ratio, ensuring maximum durability, easier handling and fast 
installation.

Our ranges include:

• UltraFence – the only cold rolled engineered palisade fencing  
 system 
• UltraSecure – steel palisade fencing with infill 
• UltraBar™ – versatile system featuring our patented raking joint 
• UltraFixings – a full range of fixings, including tamper-proof  
 products 
• UltraGates – gates of all sizes.

 HERAS  STAND 9
Herons Way, Doncaster DN4 8WA
T: 01302 354551, E: info@heras.co.uk
www.heras.co.uk

Starting in 1952 as a small family-owned company 
specialising in fencing, Heras, a CRH company, has 
grown into an end-to-end supplier of perimeter 
protection solutions. We operate in over 12 
countries and employ more than 1,100 highly 

skilled experts. Our purpose is to keep people, premises and items 
safe and secure. We do that by providing perimeter protection 
solutions across business, community and industry sectors. We are 
experts in perimeter protection.

At Fencex 2018, Heras is demonstrating a wide range of products 
that represent our diversity in perimeter

Protection - featuring within our stand is our latest addition to 
entrance control - the sGate, a bi-folding gate containing a patented 
mechanism. Also on show is our latest addition to demarcation 
- Zenith, featuring the SR3 which specialises in protecting high 
security sites. In addition to Zenith and the sGate, our cutting edge 
noise reduction barrier with very effective noise insulation and 
absorption will feature.

 IAE FENCING  STAND 20
Mossfield Road, Adderley Green, Longton5BW, 
Stoke on Trent ST3
T: 01782 339320, F: 01782 339323, E: fencingsales@iae.co.uk
www.iae.co.uk

Established since 1969, IAE is one of the country’s 
largest fencing manufacturers and suppliers of 
steel railings and mesh systems. Competitive prices 
and the UK’s largest stocks allow IAE to service the 
needs of today’s market.

As well as standard fencing systems, IAE regularly work with 
architects and specifiers, drawing on years of experience to assist 
with a wide range of special fencing projects.

To ensure we continually meet the needs of our customers, new 
products and lines are always being added. In recent years, site 
protection equipment such as column protectors, wheel guides 
and internal mesh edge protection systems have joined cycle and 
smoking shelters in being added to our range.
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 INTEGRITY PRODUCTS LTD  STAND 35
Unit 8a, Blackbrook Valley Business Park, Narrowboat Way, 
Dudley DY2 0XQ
T: 0121 366 9144, F: 01384 234007, 
E: sales@integrityproducts.uk.com
www.integrityproducts.uk.com

We design and supply innovation fastener and 
fixing solutions for the security fencing market. In 
addition to our bespoke products, we are able to 
provide a range of accessories, including mesh 
clips and ancillary fasteners, such as shear nuts, 

cup square bolts and palisade fixings for ‘W’ and ‘D’ sections.

 MRT FENCING  STAND 16
Brierley Park Industrial Estate (Bay 3), Sutton-in-Ashfield, 
Nottinghamshire NG17 3FW
T: 01623 703 991, E: mrtfencing@moreda.com
www.mordea.com

MRT Fencing – has more than 50 years of 
experience working with the industry.

Moreda Riviere Trefilerías is the leading 
manufacturer of galvanized wire and fences in 
Spain and a prime reference in Europe. MRT 

offers a diverse range of added value products such as: panels, 
posts, railings, gates, hinged joint fence, fix knot fence, barbed wire, 
welded mesh, chain link fence, staples and nails…

Having more than 150 years of experience, MTRT uses the most 
developed production techniques and is committed to the 
continuous improvements that take place on the international 
market.

MRT is part of the Celsa Group, which has a production capacity 
of 9 million tons per year and has subsidiary companies in six 
countries.

The Celsa Group maintains control of the scrap that is molted 
into wire rod and then drawn into the wire used in the production 
process. Thanks to this vertical integration, MRT is able to guarantee 
the highest quality of their products. This, combined with the fact 
that we own 2 PVC coating lines, allows us to offer a warranty of 10 
years.

We look forward to welcoming you in our stand in Fencex 2018.

 NEXO INDUSTRIES PVT LTD  STAND 28
Village Mangarh, Kohara, Machiwara Road, Ludhiana 
– 14112, India
T: + 91 161 2848040, E: eexport2@nexoindia.com
www.nexoindia.com

Nexo Industries Private Limited are manufacturers 
of agricultural gates are fences / livestock handling 
equipment etc.

We manufacture : 
• field gates 

• agricultural gates 
• crowd barriers 
• pedestrian barriers 
• sheep hurdles, calf gates and feed barriers and many more  
 livestock handling.

We also manufacture: 
• post support brackets for wood and timber construction, 
• timber connectors, strut brackets and strut channels, cantilever  
 brackets ,agricultural industries, fencing industries, cable  
 containment systems and road safety, etc.

Our facilities include:  
• In-house manufacturing(raw material in - finished goods out) . 
• In-house hot dip galvanizing . 
• In-house material testing facilities . 
• Production capacity 1500 ton per month. 
• Galvanizing bath for these gates length 7 meter and 2 meter deep.

 NORTHPOINT LTD  STAND 22
Globe Lane, Dukinfield, Tameside SK16 4UY
T: 0161 330 4551, F: 0161 339 7169, E: sales@northpoint.ltd.uk
www.northpoint.ltd.uk

Northpoint offers: 
• Largest capacity powder coater in the UK 
• Speedy service 
• ISO 9001 quality accreditation 
• Specified systems for arduous and marine service 

• Wide range of stock colours avoids delay 
• Gate up to 12-m can be accommodated 
• Stock and delivery service throughout the UK.

 PARAMOUNT STEEL FENCE  STANDS 43 & 44
Hot Lane Industrial Estate, Burslem, Stoke on Trent ST6 2DJ
T: 01782 833 333, F: 01782 832 222, E: post@steelfence.co.uk
www.paramountsteelfence.co.uk

Paramount Steel Fence offers a prestige range of 
steel fencing products.

Our fencing products are designed for a range of 
applications including, security, decorative and 
boundary demarcation.

AS one of the largest producers of steel fencing in England, we 
manufacture products designed to meet the expectations of end-
users, as well as architects and consultants.

Our purpose constructed manufacturing facility can produce small 
or large quantities, with some products available from stock.

For quotations and fencing prices, (fencing products are usually 
sold per metre) contact our sales department.

 PERITECT® LTD  STAND 24
Lower Brimscombe Mill, Stroud, Gloucestershire GL5 2SB
T: 01453 883392, E: office@peritect.co.uk
www.peritect.co.uk

Peritect® offer the widest range of aluminium gate 
and barrier solutions within the UK. If you have 
limited runback space, we offer rising gates which 
require just 1m of foundation with an opening 
width of up to 10m, telescopic gates widths to 

23m, single leaf cantilever gates up to 25m, so 50m with double leaf. 
Cantilever speed gates, bi-folding speed gates, aluminium or 
stainless steel turnstiles, 100% duty cycle barriers with a MTBF of 5 
million cycles. Fully integrated software multilingual visitor 
management systems for logistic facilities with ground breaking 
cost savings and acoustic panels for gate or fence system. If it is 
gate automation that you require, Peritect® carry a wide range of 
swing and sliding gate kits along with any accessory that you might 
require. We invite you to visit the Peritect® training and demo facility 
to experience at first hand the outstanding range that we offer or to 
attend a tailored training course. We look forward to meeting with 
you soon.

 SECURITY FASTENERS AND FIXINGS  STAND 42
The Heights Business Park, Ibstone Road, Stokenchurch, 
Bucks HP14 3BG
T: 01494 565151, E: sffsales@tibbettsgroup.co.uk
www.securityfastenersandfixings.co.uk

Security Fasteners and Fixings (SFF) are the UK 
leading distributor and stock holder for a wide 
range of security fasteners.

SFF have a unique licensed range of security 
head screws, namely the Fourtress, Argus and 

Powerdrive heads. SFF supply predominantly to the perimeter 
fencing and security protection sector. However, these products are 
also used in other sectors where a tamper proof fixing is required.
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 SECURITY SOLUTIONS (NORTHERN) LTD  STAND 32
Phoenix House, 7 Riverside, Waters Meeting Road, 
Bolton BL1 8TU
T: 0845 604 8144, F: 01204 388025, 
E: sales@securitysolutionsgb.com
www.securitysolutionsgb.com

Security Solutions has gained a reputation as one 
of the major ‘go to’ companies for perimeter 
security products, traffic management systems 
and access control.

As one of the UK’s leading manufacturers, installers 
and service providers of perimeter security equipment, Security 
Solutions has the experience and knowledge to offer a complete 
range of services including the design, installation, maintenance and 
service of gates, turnstiles, road blockers, bollards, traffic barriers 
and HVM Products.

Through our networks of directly employed engineers, Security 
Solutions can offer national and regional Service and Maintenance 
contracts which suits individual customer requirements.

We provide a range of high quality, cost effective physical access 
security solutions that will meet or exceed the requirements of 
today’s security conscious company. Whether it be a controlled 
entrance & exit to a site, vehicle control to car parks, additional 
access points within perimeter fencing or high security protection 
for critical areas / products. Our in-house capability to manufacture 
standard ranges of equipment whilst being flexible to design and 
manufacture bespoke solutions to integrate within an existing sites 
constraint quickly set us apart from the mainstream.

 TRUGUARD  STAND 8A
Blackburns BSP, Building 38, Pensnett Trading Estate, Pensnett,
Kingswinford, West Midlands DY6 7UN
T: 01384 276400, E: sales@truguard.co.uk
www.truguard.co.uk

TruGuard rotating anti climb systems offer long 
lasting, maintenance free performance and peace 
of mind helping industry professionals and 
property owners make the right security decisions. 
Manufactured in the UK and with our in-house 

sales team available to answer any questions you may have, why go 
anywhere else for your perimeter security?

 UNIWIRE LTD  STAND 34
Unit 7, Babdown Airfield, Tetbury GL8 8YL
T: 08744 561 8236, E: sales@uniwire.co.uk
www.uniwire.co.uk

Uniwire Ltd are a family owned and run British 
manufacturer and distributor of agricultural and 
industrial fencing products. We specialise in hinge 
joint fencing products, offering a huge amount of 
specifications. Alongside this we produce a large 

range of barbed wires, fencing staples, and our hugely popular plain 
wire product, Eazi-Wire.

We also distribute a large range of hexagonal wire netting, suitable 
for a wide variety of applications.

Our aim is to produce a comprehensive range of the best quality 
products whilst offering outstanding service.

 VAN MERKSTEIJN FENCES UK LTD  STAND 10A
Weston Business Centre, Main Road, Weston, Crewe, 
Cheshire CW2 5ND
T: 0844 576 0755, E: sales@van-merksteijn.co.uk
www.vmfencingsystems.co.uk

Van Merksteijn has now established a major 
distribution centre in the UK. This VMF Service 
Centre holding substantial stock and offering the 
most comprehensive delivery throughout the UK 
and Ireland.

The VMF Service Centre at Crewe offers a new dimension in service 
levels, backed by the resources of Van Merksteijn International 
which has built its unrivalled worldwide reputation on seamless 
delivery

Van Merksteijn Fences is the market leader in durable fencing 
panels. Production processes are carried out by the company’s own 
qualified staff which means our customers get consistent quality.

Van Merksteijn UK your leading supplier of fencing systems.

 ZAUN GROUP  STAND 19
Steel Drive, Wolverhampton WV10 9ED
T: 01902 796 699, E: sales@zaun.co.uk
www.zaun.co.uk

Zaun Group are the UK’s only manufacturer of 
welded mesh, woven mesh, railings and palisade 
fencing systems, providing the industry with the 
most comprehensive range of metal fencing 
available. All our products are designed and 

manufactured in our factories in Wolverhampton. Our wide range of 
products cover a wide variety of applications from playgrounds, 
schools and residential areas to prisons, military bases and CNI sites.

Within the Zaun Group, we also include perimeter detection 
solutions to compliment the perimeter security offering, which 
includes a range of perimeter security radars, security management 
systems and rapid deployment cameras.

 ZEDLOCK LTD  STAND 3
Unit 5, Old Station Yard, Station Road, Petworth GU28 0JF
T: 01798 342251, E: sales@zedlock.com
www.zedlock.com

Zedlock’s long throw gate lock range is suitable for 
industrial, agricultural and domestic gates. The 
unique feature of the Zedlock is the 70mm throw 
of the sliding bolt. Featuring a choice of high 
quality Euro Cylinders from ISEO and EBVVA, or 

mortice lock mechanism, a Zedlock providers a high security locking 
solution for virtually any large gate.

A range of accessories, including double gate claws, and alternative 
handle options, are also available.

Zedlock is pleased to offer technical advice to installers and 
after-sales assistance should it be required. Distributed directly by 
Zedlock and available from a growing number of stockists, including 
the Fence Shop.
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Integrity Products

Tel: 0121 366 9144,
Email: sales@integrityproducts.uk.com

www.integrityproducts.uk.com
Integrity Products Ltd, Unit 8a, Blackbrook Valley Business Park,

Narrowboat Way, Dudley, West Midlands DY2 0XQ

we o�er a comprehensive
stock of traditional fasteners
at competitive prices

BESPOKE DESIGN
SERVICE AVAILABLE

TRUST IN INTEGRITY
CALL NOW FOR LATEST PRICES

PLUS...

§ No pre-drilling required
§ Bespoke magnetic driver
§ High security with aesthetic
 appearance
§ Mating clips for 358/868 mesh

Two-way IP4-1 recess using
fully registered bit and
permanent IP5-2 drive

§ Case hardened
§ Flange head anti-vibration design
§ 1000 hour corrosion resistant
§ Available from stock
§ M8x40,50 & 80 flange head
 machine screws
§ M8x20,35&35 flange head self
 threading screws
§ 10x50 & 80mm flange head
 sleeve anchors

THE IP4-1 AND IP5-2
SECURITY SCREWS

THE IP5-3 SECURITY
SELF-DRILL SCREWS

O�ering
innovative

security
fastener

solutions for
the fencing

industry

SEMINARS
AUTOMATED GATE SAFETY 
- EXPLAINING THE CODE OF PRACTICE

FENCING INDUSTRY SKILLS SCHEME 
- WHAT IS IT AND WHY DO WE NEED IT?

Presented by Stuart Roddy of EasyGates Direct and 
Nick Perkins, senior training officer with DHF
11.30am Seminar Theatre

Presented by Ian Ripley, CEO of the AFI and Stephanie 
Craig-Smith, Market Development Manager, Lantra 
2pm Seminar Theatre

Stuart Roddy of EasyGates Direct played a lead 
role in 2012 in assisting with the publication 
of the first guide to highlight automated gate 
safety legislation and standards.
A member of the DHF automated gate group 
since it was first formed, he is acknowledged as 
one of the UK’s leading experts on automated 
gate safety. 
Nick Perkins is senior training offer with the 
DHF and has been at the forefront of delivering 
gate safety training since it was introduced 
some five years ago.
He too is an expert in this field and continues to 
work closely with bodies such as HSE and other 
legislative organisations.
Together the two will be addressing common 
installer questions regarding TS011 and any 
grey area within the current standards/codes of 
practice. 
What is the DHF?
What is the TS011:2018 code of practice?
How does it help gate installers comply?
Why should I use it?
Common questions.
This will be followed by a Q&A session.

Ian Ripley was appointed chief executive 
officer to the Association of Fencing Industries 
this year
He has more than 40 years experience in 
the fencing industry, having headed up the 
Tinsley Wire fencing operations in Sheffield 
before moving to Fairmile Fencing. He set up 
his own consultancy business and has been 
a member of the BSI standards committee 
predominantly dealing with the updating of 
BS1722 specifications.
Since taking office he has been instrumental 
in completing marlet research which shows 
the industry as a whole, is worth more than £1 
billion and provides employment for more than 
60,000.
Stephanie Craig-Smith has been with Lantra 
since 2010 and has latterly specialised in the 
highways, construction and plant sector.
She works closely with industry to support 
changes and new developments, ensuring 
the sector continues to comply with current 
legislation and industry best practice and, 
where appropriate, developing improved 
standards both in the UK and abroad.





Betafence is the world market leader in fencing solutions, access control and detection perimeter protection. All Betafence companies and product names are trademarks 
owned by Praesidiad NV. Modification in products and assortment are subject to change without prior notice. 09/18. www.betafence.co.uk.

E: sales.sheffield@betafence.com
T: 0114 256 7800
W: www.betafence.co.uk

Securing What Matters

Home of the 
10 year installation guarantee
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GLASGOW OPENING NOVEMBER!

FIRSTGALVANIZING.CO.UK
01274 752 773

SECURITY FENCING
TEMPORARY FENCING

SAFETY BARRIERS
SPECIALIST GATES & BARRIERS

CIVILS & CONSTRUCTION

NATIONWIDE
COVERAGE

FIRSTFENCE.CO.UK
01283 512 111


